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Dear Gordon,  

Business Support inquiry 

Thank you for the opportunity to give evidence at the above inquiry on 27 November 2018.  

I am writing regarding a question asked by Jackie Baillie relating to the Royal Bank of Scotland’s overall 

lending increase in the last 10 years. The bank has gone through significant change over this period to 

become a much smaller, UK and Ireland focussed bank. A historical comparison of changes to the RBS 

balance sheet at the overall SME level, as requested by Ms Baillie, cannot be accurately done due the 

reorganisation and restructuring of the business over the years. Indeed, following the financial crisis net 

lending reduced as we significantly reduced our exposure to Commercial Real Estate with a number of 

assets moved into our Capital Resolution division as we de-risked our balance sheet.    

However, we are the biggest supporter of business in Scotland from start-ups to the largest corporates with 

1 in 3 businesses partnering with us. In general, the key driver of lending is demand, rather than supply (as 

reinforced by the SMR Finance Monitor) - we are continuing to working with all of our customers to ensure 

they are aware of the c.£165m of pre-approved lending that is available to our SME customers. In addition, 

with Business Banking (customers with a turnover up to £2m) our lending on core products including Small 

Business Loans and overdrafts has increased 17% from 2015 through to year end 2017. As I said, during the 

evidence session, our year to date figures for 2018 show an increase of 4.9% in our SME lending book with 

our total loans and advances currently sitting at c. £878m.  

The culture, structure and way the bank operates today are very different from those of the bank that 

entered the banking crisis in 2008. We have been working to ensure our SME customers are served in the 

way they want with the support they need. The role of our 65 externally qualified relationship managers is 

to help our customers navigate through the range of products and services available to them both within 

the bank and externally. The banking industry as a whole needs to ensure that businesses are also aware of 
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the alternatives to ensure the customer makes an informed choice about what is the most appropriate 

product that will allow them to achieve their ambition.  

As a major lender to SMEs, we work hard to get the balance right between our desire to lend to customers 

and managing our risks prudently. We will not be able to support every request for funding from 

customers. In such circumstances we offer a referral to Capital Connections, our internal referral portal, 

which includes Assetz Capital, Funding Circle, iwoca, who offer working capital financing to small 

businesses, RBS Social and Community Capital for social enterprise and charity lending, and Together, a 

property-secured lender. All providers have been selected to cover the range of different funding products 

and include a mix of speciality finance and peer-to-peer lending.  

In Scotland, we also have Business Growth Enablers (BGEs) who can also refer customers to local sources of 

advice and support along with offering mentoring via Women in Business, Prince’s Trust and our twelve 

Entrepreneur Accelerator Hubs which are spread across the UK and RoI. 

Thank you for the opportunity to clarify the information above and if you have any further questions please 

do not hesitate to contact me. 

Yours sincerely 

 

 
 

Keith Devine  

Senior Director Business Banking  

Royal Bank of Scotland 

 

 


